1. To select the voter's precinct I.D., use the button next to the correct precinct I.D. or the keypad. Use ▲▼ arrows to scroll through additional pages of precinct I.D.s. It is essential to correctly select a voter's Precinct I.D. from the JBC.

2. To select the voter's precinct I.D., use the button next to the correct precinct I.D. or the keypad. Use ▲▼ arrows to scroll through additional pages of precinct I.D.s. It is essential to correctly select a voter’s Precinct I.D. from the JBC.

3. Party Selection
Select Party Affiliation

DEM
LIB
REP
PCE
GRN

4. Print Access Code

Code [4412] Party [DEM]
Precinct [101]

Print
Cancel
Provisional

5. Print Access Code

Code [4412] Party [DEM]
Precinct [101]

Print
Cancel
Provisional

6. ACCESS CODE

Clave de acceso

4412

Date: 11-06-2001
Time: 15:42:21
Place: Main Street School
Pty: AU01 - 1002
Pty: DEM

Only print an ACCESS CODE if there is an open booth.

Verify the voter’s Precinct I.D. and Ballot Style on the ACCESS CODE slip with the App to vote.

Remember: If the printer is disabled, you may hand-write the ACCESS CODE that appears on the JBC screen on any piece of paper, and then press PRINT to continue.